A method to determine both the correspondences and the structure from the camera location is presented. Straight image segments are used as features. The location uncertainty is coded using a probabilistic model. The nite length of the image segments is considered, so a more restrictive equation (respect the usage of in nite straight lines) is used, and hence the spurious rejection is improved. The probabilistic modelling derives all the location uncertainty from image error and from camera location error. Thus, the uncertainty is xed from a physical basis, simplifying the tuning for the matching thresholds. Furthermore, covariance matrices representing the reconstruction location error are also computed. Experimental results with real images for a trinocular system, and for a sequence of images are presented.
Introduction
The determination of correspondent features along an image sequence, together with the computation of the underlying scene structure is a classical problem in computer vision. This paper proposes a solution considering as input the camera location known up to some uncertainty. The feature used is the straight segment i.e. this paper is devoted to solve the correspondences and the structure from the camera location, using straight segments as features. The two main contributions are the consideration of the nite length for the segment, and the use of a probabilistic model for matching and fusion. High rejection of spurious correspondences is achieved. Furthermore, an estimate of the structure error is reported in the form of a covariance matrix for each reconstructed 3D segment. Experiments with a trinocular triplet and with a 15 images sequence are presented.
The proposal uses a predict-match-update loop which computes correspondences and structure sequentially, so structure and correspondences are available after each image processing the precision is improved as new images are considered. The predict and update steps are computed by means of recursive least-squares (a Kalman lter with constant state). The match step is computed using the split-track data association for multiple target in clutter 3] . The next image segments are matched with the computed structure from previous images.
An image straight segment is de ned by its in nite supporting line, location along this supporting line, and length. The supporting line is detected reliably. However, the length and the location along the supporting line are unreliable because of extraction defects and occlusions. Our contribution is a pairing constraint for straight segments that includes both supporting line pairing (collinearity condition) and location along the supporting line (overlapping condition). The overlapping is coded as the matching between the image segment midpoints. Midpoint matching is only approximate because they are not invariant under perspective projection, and because extreme points are detected unreliably. Because of that midpoint m a t c hing (overlapping) is considered with a lower weight than the collinearity. The proposed constraint considers both collinearity a n d some degree of overlapping so the segmentnite length are considered. In any case, the proposed representation follows a general model for coding uncertain geometrical information, so the segments can betreated like a n y other geometrical feature.
Points and straight segments are commonly used as features in geometrical computer vision. Points impose more restrictive constraints than rectilinear features in problems involving structure and motion 20, 21] , however the matching for straight segments is easier because lines encodes information of wider image areas in a single feature on the other hand, in arti cial environments, straight image segments correspond with relevant 3D features (doors, corners, industrial parts boundaries). Several methods are available for straight segment detection, one hand methods that compute poligonal approximations to image contours, see 14] for a comparison, on the other hand methods that determine segments directly from image gradient 4].
The prediction-match-update scheme has been proposed for straight segment image matching 8] the matching is computed for proximal images with unknown motion. 7] uses image tracking for matching and then the 3D structure segments are computed fusing the matched image segments, the camera location is considered known. Jezouin and Ayache 9] consider the computed structure from the previous images for matching with the next image. They process image sequences considering points and lines separtely. This paper presents a similar approach, but we use the straight segment as a unique feature composed of its midpoint and its supporting line. In 12], a structure from camera location algorithm based on the same ideas is presented, however, the pairing constraint presented in this paper has been modi ed to consider the camera location independently. Experimental results have been extended to include ground true solution for stereo reconstruction and the processing of a sequence of images.
The use of probabilistic methods to recognize and fuse uncertain geometrical information is a classical technique in multisensor fusion 2, 17] . Probabilistic methods pro t from the well-established optimal estimation theory for fusion, and from the tracking and data association theory for matching 3]. In 6], Cox reviews data association algorithms to determine the correspondences in feature-based computer vision.
One of the experiments with real imaginery is a trinocular stereo system based on the proposed structure from camera location. Trinocular stereo systems represent a trade o between low spurious rate and matching complexity. Ayache proposed in 1] a trinocular stereo for straight segments based on the epipolar constraint. Shen and Paillou 15] proposed a trinocular stereo for straight segments using Hough transform. Our contribution to trinocular stereo systems is the ability to tune all the thresholds as a function of physical parameters such as camera position and orientation covariance, image error in pixels, and false negative probability for the statistical tests this is due to the usage of probabilistic methods. Our system can be easily extended to consider more images, as shown in the experimental results (Sec.6.2).
The proposed system only uses geometrical information from CCD cameras. It can be easily extended to fuse information from other geometrical sensors modeled with probabilistic methods, e.g. laser range nders. Additional constraints such as parallelism, verticallity or parametric information (color, average gray level, ...) can be used to improve matching. The applications cover robot navigation in indoor environments, dimensional control quality, object recognition and urban scene reconstruction from aerial images.
Next, Section 2 is devoted to present the geometrical model the representation of the geometrical entities used are also presented. Section 3 introduces notation and presents the sequential processing for the images. Section 4 denes the pairing constraint b e t ween and image segment and its corresponding 3D segment. Next, Section 5 describes in detail the statistical tests used for matching. Finally, Section 6 presents the experimental results and Section 7 the conclusions. Detailed form for some complicated expressions are included as appendixes at the end of the paper. Additionally, w e h a ve added a modi cation in the original SPmodel, so can it combine uncertain relations with deterministic relations. Sensorial information is uncertain due to measurement errors, however, some relations are known with probability 1, e.g. a projection ray i s known to pass through the camera optical center. Next the modi ed SPmodel is presented.
The SPmodel is a probabilistic model that associates a reference G to locate each geometric element G . The reference location is given by the transformation t W G relative to a world reference W. To represent this transformation, a location vector x W G , composed of three Cartesian coordinates and three
Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles is used:
The estimation of the location of an element is denoted byx W G , and the estimation error is represented locally by a di erential location vector d G relative to the reference attached to the element. Thus, the true location of the element is:
where represents the composition of location vectors (the inversion is represented with ). Notice that the error is not added, but composed with the location estimate. The di erential location error d G is a dimension 6 normally distributed random vector. Although d G has 6 components, the model forces some components to zero in two cases:
symmetries .-Symmetries are the set of transformations that preserve the element. The location vector x W G represents the same element location irrespective o f t h a t d G component v alue. For example, consider the reference S which locates a 3D segment ( Fig. 1 (a) ) rotations around the X direction yield references that represent the same 3D segment. Theoretically those components could take any value however, a zero value is forced. deterministic components .-There are components of x W G known with probability 1. Among all the equivalent references for the element, one whose deterministic component i s n ull is selected then, the corresponding component is forced to be zero. For example ( Fig. 1 (b) ) the reference, R, associated to a projection ray R can beattached to the optical center, expressing its location with respect to the optical center frame C, x C R (and hence d G )
always has its X, Y , and Z components null.
To mathematically represent which components are null, d G is expressed as:
where p G , the perturbation vector, is a vector containing only non-null components of d G . B G , the self-binding matrix, is a row selection matrix which selects the non-null components of d G .
Based on these ideas, the information about the location of geometric element G is represented by a quadruple, the element uncertain location:
So, the random vector de ning the element location is expressed as:
where p G is a normal random vector, whose mean isp G and whose covariance matrix is C G . Whenp G = 0 w e say that the estimation is centered.
There are geometrical elements whose location is input data for the problem: the camera, and the image segments. On the other hand, the 3D segment location is output of the algorithm and is computed from the input data the 3D segment is the geometrical element used to represent the scene structure. Additionally, w e de ne an intermediate geometrical element, the 2D segment, to de ne the constraint which relates an image segment with a 3D segment. The 2D segment comprises the projection ray for the image segment m i d p o i n t, and the projection plane for the image segment supporting line. Next, the model of these four elements is presented in detail. 
Camera Uncertain Location
We use letter C to designate camera reference. We model the camera as a normalized one. The associated reference origin is attached to the camera optical center. The z axis is parallel to the optical axis, and pointing towards the scene. The x axis pointing to the right. The y axis is de ned to form a direct reference (see Fig. 1(b) ). Camera location has neither any symmetry nor any deterministic component in its di erential location vector, so it has no null components (its self-binding matrix is the identity): B C = I Camera location estimatex W C can be obtained from camera calibration or from another sensorial information. Covariance matrix C C is input data for the problem and should represent the camera location estimate uncertainty.
Image Segment Uncertain Location
We use letter P to designate references attached to image segments. The associated reference (Fig. 2) is attached to the image segment midpoint its y axis is normal to the supporting line and pointing to the \light" side of the segment so it codes the gray level gradient of the segment z axis is parallel to the camera z axis. The x axis is de ned to form a direct reference. As an image segment belongs to the image plane, its z, , and components are deterministic. So, its self binding matrix is: The image segment location centered estimate is de ned, with respect to the camera location, from the extreme points coordinates in the normalized image as (see Fig. 2 ):x C P = x C P ŷ C P 1 0 0 ^ C P T
C P = atan2 (y e ; y s x e ; x s ) x C P = xs+xe 2 ŷ C P = ys+ye 2
The covariance assignment for image segment is one of the central points of this work. The covariance in the and y components are taken from the innite supporting line. The standard deviation for the x component i s d e n e d as proportional to the segment length. According to the proportionallity c o nstant, the allowed deviations of the midpoint along the segment supporting line can be xed the values are xed to allow deviations up to 40%-80% the segment length. This covariance assignment mimics the one proposed in 22], however there it is used for 3D segments, while in this paper it is used for image segments. the line however, in our model, an ellipse along the segment represents the acceptance region.
It should be noticed how segment length is not considered as a geometrical parameter, but it is used to de ne the element covariance. In fact, the segment is only located by its midpoint and its orientation. Intuitively, the image segment has been modeled as \a point with orientation," and its standard deviation along the segment supporting line is set proportional to its length.
Next the quantitative expression for the covariance matrix is given:
where C 0 P is the covariance for the image segment in pixels N is the Jacobian matrix for the transformation which converts from image segment in pixels to the image segment in the normalized camera. We h a ve c hosen that expression in order to deal with the pixel aspect ratio. Appendix B gives a detailed expression for N as function of the image segment location estimate (3), and the camera intrinsic parameters.
The form for C 0 P is:
x is set proportional to the image segment length, n (in pixels).
The experimental values for have beentuned in 0:2 0:4].
2 y and 2 are computed from the covariances of the image segment extreme points. Due to systematic errors some correlation between the extreme points location noise exists the correlation e ect is dealt splitting the extreme points covariance in two terms: 2 cc completely correlated covariance ( 0 ; 2px.), and 2 nc non-correlated covariance (0:25 ; 0:5px.). In 
2D Segment
We use letter D to designate references attached to 2D segments. This geometrical element is used as an intermediate element to de ne the relation between an image segment and a 3D segment (Fig. 4) . A 2D segment is composed of the projection elements of the corresponding image segment: the projection ray for the image segment midpoint, and the projection plane for the in nite supporting line. Its covariance is also directly derived from that of the image segment.
The associated reference is attached to the camera optical center the optical center belongs to every projection element. Its ;y axis points towards the image segment midpoint. The z axis is normal to the supporting line projection plane. The x axis form a direct reference. An additional remark: the z direction is de ned so that it also codes the image segment gray level gradient. As it is attached to the optical center, its general location vector of a 2D segment is (with respect to the camera frame):
As the translation components are deterministically null, the self-binding matrix only selects , and components: 
where C P was presented in (4). A detailed expression for the K DP matrix as function of the image segment location vector is given in Appendix C.
3D Segment
The letter S is used to designate references associated to 3D segments. The reference is attached ( Fig. 1 (a) ) to a segment p o i n t, which approximately corresponds to the segment midpoint. The reference x axis is aligned with the segment direction. In this work, the 3D segment location estimate is always computed from the integration of several 2D segments (corresponding to different p o i n ts of view). The integration also yields as result the 5 5 c o variance matrix C S .
The only symmetry for this element is the rotation around its direction, so its self-binding matrix is: This section is devoted to the predict-match-update loop used to process the sequence. We consider the scene static, so the update step is a recursive weighted least-squares estimation. It is equivalent to consider a Kalman lter with constant state and without state noise. The matching step is based on the Split-Track 3 ] lter for matching.
Notation
This section states the notation used to de ne the matches, focusing in the indexes.
Cameras: fL W C k g k = 1 : : : n . De nes the camera k location with respect to the world frame, n stands for the total numberof images. 
Correspondence Computing
A sequential processing is proposed every image except the rst one is processed in the same way. Algorithm in Figure 5 presents the overall framework. Initially, a scene structure is computed from the rst image this structure is used only to compute the correspondences between the rst and the second image the algorithm is detailed in Sec. 5.3. Afterwards, for each image the correspondences between the 3D segments detected up to the previous iteration and the current image 2D segments are computed. Formally expressed:
given: Spurious .-The 3D segment cannot bedetected in the current image.
In the previous images it was detected only once or twice. It is removed from
Temporally occluded .-The 3D segment was matched in 2 or more images previously, but not in the current one. It might bedetected in the forthcoming images.
Permanently occluded .-The 3D segment was detected in more than 3 images previously it has not been detected in the last 3 images. It is a reconstructed segment but it is not consider for matching any more. . It is computed using recursive weighted least-squares 3] each observation is weighted according the inverse of its covariance. All the computations are equivalent to consider a Kalman lter whose state is constant and without state noise, the state would bethe 3D segment location which is constant. As the estimated state is constant w e cannot properly refer to it as a Kalman lter. In order to deal with non-linearities, and to consider not initial information about the 3D segment location, a extended and iterated information lter formulation is considered. Using recursive least-squares, the more images are considered the smaller the fused segment covariance is this inde nite covariance reduction is not realistic. Dealing with long sequences is important to \forget" old observations. It can be done using a sliding window i.e. fusing only the most recent (6-10) images. We apply recursive fusion of the considered images because reduces the complexity and the memory overhead with respect to the batch fusion. As the previous processing is performed independently for each 3D segment, the same image segment can bepaired with more than one 3D the segment. Several authors 1, 6] state the ability of the uniqueness constraint to reduce the spuriousness because of that every n uniq images a uniqueness test is applied. Section 5.2 is devoted to present this test.
Measurement Equation
This section is devoted to formalize the pairing constraint between an image segment (P ) and a 3D segment (S), see Figure 4 . The camera detects the image segment (P ) however, the proposed pairing constraint does not use the image segment ( P) but the 2D segment ( D). As mentioned in Section 2.3, the 2D segment uncertain location, L C D , is derived directly from that of the image segment, L C P .
The SPmodel method to de ne pairing constraints is used. The pairing constraint is de ned in terms of the location vector x DS of the 3D segment with respect to the 2D segment. Let x DS = ( x DS y DS z DS DS DS DS ) T The pairing constraint is an implicit equation that states which x DS compo-nents should be zero these null components are: z DS . Otherwise, the 3D segment would not belong the projection plane. DS , rotation around y axis. It should bezero, otherwise, the 3D segment would not bein the projection plane. x DS . Otherwise, the 3D segment midpoint would not belongto the image segment midpoint projection ray. Theoretically, the segment midpoint is not invariant under perspective projection however we consider it as invariant but this constraint, as shown later, is considered with a low weight.
To s u m up, the nullity o f z DS and DS considers the collinearity i n the image between the image segment and the 3D segment. The nullity o f x DS considers the overlapping condition due to the covariance assignment for image segment along the segment direction, the overlapping constraint has normally lower weight than the collinearity ones. The low weight for this constraint is justi ed by the unreliable segment extreme points extraction, and by the approximate consideration that the midpoint is invariant under perspective projection. Experimental results con rm the validity of this assignment.
The above ideas are formalized mathematically as follows:
f (x DS ) = B DS x DS = 0 
So we have an implicit function which relates three perturbation vectors, p D , p C , a n d p S corresponding to the 2D segment, the camera, and the 3D segment respectively, i.e. the normal random vectors involved in the problem. The camera and 2D the segment perturbation vectors act as measurement error, while the 3D segment perturbation is the vector whose estimation is improved.
Fusion and matching is based on a linear measurement equation. Thus, it is necessary to have a linearization for equation (7) . Besides, we are using the equation to compute the correspondences and the structure as stated in i (9) where:
is computed as shown in Sec.2.3, C C k computed from calibration, and C S (k;1) i comes from the previous iteration. Detailed expressions for the previous equations, as function of the location estimates for the camera, 2D segment, and 3D segment are available in Appendix D.
Matching
This section is devoted to present the detailed algorithms used for prediction, coherence after fusion, and uniqueness tests. The initial structure guess for the rst image is also explained.
Prediction Test
This test veri es the compatibility between a 3D segment, L S dimension) and is the false negative probability. At this stage the gray level compatibility among all the correspondent image segments is also veri ed.
Coherence After Fusion and Uniqueness Test
This test is used to verify the coherence among all the observations, L C k D (k) i , k = 1 : : : n k corresponding to a 3D segment L W S n k i the 3D segment location has been fused from the n k 2D segments. We use the batch test proposed by Tard os in 16], also proposed in 3]: is the residual considering 3D segment after fusing n k images with respect to each of the 2D segments used to fuse it because of that, the n k superindex is used.
Unlike the usual recursive test 3], we use the previous batch test. Theoretically both test are equivalent for a linear system however our problem is non-linear. (1) maximal distance plane Fig. 7 . Working space sketch. D (1) i represents the 2D segment detected by the rst camera, S (1) i represents the initial guess for the corresponding 3D segment.
The batch test overperforms because all the linearizations are made around the last estimate.
Finally, the score of test (13) is used for testing uniqueness. When more than one 3D segment is in correspondence with the same 2D segment, then only the 3D whose score is the lowest is kept, the rest are considered as spurious. This test is applied after processing several images.
Initial Guess from First Image
The correspondences computing for the second image needs an initial guess for the scene structure this guess is computed from the rst image. Some assumptions are made about the working space where the 3D segments can be located. This region, de ned by y min and y max , is depicted in gure 7 e.g. in the experimental results, y min = 500mm. and y min = 8000mm.. The assumptions for the initial location are: its reference is parallel to the 2D segment in image 1, the 3D segment belongs to the projection plane, the 3D segment midpoint belongs to the image segment midpoint projection ray, and it is located in the middle of the working space. Mathematically expressed: 
Experimental Results
This section presents two experiments with real indoor images. The rst experiment is a trinocular stereo reconstruction based on the proposed ideas we focus on two aspects: the matches, and the reconstruction quality compared with a ground true solution. The second experiment is the sequential processing of 15 images (5 trinocular images) of a robot moving along a corridor, to show the covariance evolution as the image sequence is processed.
Trinocular Reconstruction
The three images were taken with a trinocular rig, and were processed sequentially as proposed. The experiment considered as input the camera calibration parameters (Tsai camera model 19]). The sizes of the triangle formed by the optical centers were 400mm., 375mm., and 700mm. The gray l e v el images were 512 500 8, focal length was 6mm the radial distortion was 0:003mm.
;2 (maximal distortion 5Px.). Segments were extracted using Burns method 4], segments shorter than 15 Px. or with gray level gradient smaller than 20 gray levels per Px. were removed. The number of segments for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd images were 188, 172, and 182 respectively. Figure 8 (a), (b) and (c) shows the extracted segments in each image. Labels identify the segments in each image, so no relation exists among segments with the same label in different images. We will refer a segment in an gure, for example segment 1 3 i n gure 8(a), as 13(8a) i.e., the 13th segment in gure 8a.
The ground true location for some 3D segments was computed using two theodolites. Figure 8 (d) shows the ground segments backprojected in camera 1. The reconstruction is compared with the ground true computing the Mahalanobis distance (using the observed segment covariance matrix) between the computed 3D location and the ground true solution.
The image segments in gures 8(a),8(b) and 8(c) were used to compute 3 reconstructions. Each of them with a di erent v alue for (see eq. (5)): 0.0002, 0.2 and 10. The 0.0002 value encoded the perfect correspondence between image segment midpoints, the 0.2 value represented a matching constraint t h a t allowed deviations of the midpoint along the segment direction up to the image segment length the 10 value encoded a situation which only considered the Table 2 Mahalanobis distance between the ground true and the reconstructed segment. Labels identifying segments correspond with those in Fig.8 The reconstruction top view and its backprojection on camera 1 are shown, for each value, in Fig. 9 . Table 1 columns summarize the tuning parameters and the numberofhypotheses evolution along the sequential processing there is one row per each value. column shows the signi cance level for both the prediction (see Sec. 5.1) and after fusion (see Sec. 5.2) tests. Columns \pred." and \aft. fusion" shows hypotheses number after the corresponding tests. Column \total match" shows numberof reconstructed segments, after the uniqness test. \Spurious" shows the spurious matches, checked by hand. CPU column shows the execution time on a Sparc 20 workstation (segment extraction not included). Table 2 shows the Mahalanobis distance between reconstructed and ground true segments. There is one column per each ground true segment labels correspond with labels in Figure 8(d) . There is a row for the experiment w i t h = 0:2 and another for the experiment with = 0:0002 the experiment with = 10 was not considered. Theoretically this distance should follow a 2 distribution with 5 d.o.f a table for this distributions is included in 2. So, the magnitude of the error can be evaluated considering the corresponding percentile.
First we will focus on the = 0:2 value. It was a trade-o solution between problem complexity, n umber of spurious and solution accuracy. T h e m a t c hing is satisfactory. Segments that were collinear but did not overlap were not matched as unique segment, for example: segments in the set of pigeon holes: 58(9a), 59(9a), 62(9a) and 64(9a). Image segments that overlapped but with di erent length were also matched. e.g. the segment 2(9a) in the bookcase corresponded to image segments 21(8a), 38(8b), and 82(8c). Also 67(9a), in the set of pigeon holes, corresponded to image segments 118(8a), 106(8b), and 119(8c). The spurious was the reconstructed 1(9a) which corresponded with: 19(8a) in the right stair wall, 20(8b) in the pattern on the stairs, and 1(8c) in the left stair wall. The estimated reconstruction quality can be appreciated qualitatively in top view 9 (b). The set of pigeon holes, the staircase, and the bookcase can be easily identi ed. The reconstructed 27(9b) is seen in top view as too long, because the matched segments 62(8a), 31(8b) and 40(8c) had their extreme points poorly extracted because several near image segments were extracted as only one. The estimated reconstruction was coherent with the computed covariance because the corresponding residuals in table 2 were compatible with those of the 2 with 5 d.o.f. The biggest residuals appeared in ground true segments 1(8d), 2(8d), and 3(8d) which corresponded with 13(9a), 103(9a) and 108(9a) respectively. All of them were 3D segments far away from where the pattern for camera calibration were xed the pattern were stationed more or less where the set of pigeon holes appears in Fig. 9 (a) .
Reconstruction with = 0:0002 detected fewer segments than with = 0:2, despite greater , 0.9 instead of 0.75 (see table 1 ). For example, 71(9a), 73(9a), 67(9a) and 56(9a), in the set of pigeon holes, were not detected in 9 (c) the same for 2(9a) in the bookcase, and 63(9a), 68(9a) in the stairs. These matches were not detected because the midpoint pairing were not ful lled. This showed that midpoint match was a too much strict condition. The quality of the reconstructed segments was worse, because the pairing between the midpoints was considered exact while it is only approximated. It can beseen in the top view reconstruction how segments 41(9d) and 43(9d) were located at the start of the stairs (near the bookcase), despite their location is in the middle of the stairs block (see Fig. 9 (c) ). Residuals in table 2 were too much big to be compatible, so the computed covariance was not able to represent the location error.
Reconstruction with = 10 produced a lot of spurious matches e.g.: segment 35(9e) matches 97(8a), 80(8b) and 96(8c). It were not able to match separately segments that were collinear but did not overlap: 41(9e), 54(9e) and 52(9e) included several collinear but not overlapping segments. Reconstruction in top view ( Fig. 9 (f) ) was very poor. It can be also seen in table 1 that a lot of hypotheses were dealt. It was because the matching constraint considering image segments with nearly in nite length were not very restrictive. This implied not only CPU overhead, but also memory overhead.
Sequence Processing
To show the reconstruction covariance evolution along a sequence of images, a second experiment was performed. A mobile robot moved along a corridor taking 5 trinocular frames, i.e. 15 images. Figure 10 shows images 3,7 and 15 gure 11 shows a corridor plane and the robot locations. These 15 images were processed sequentially as proposed in Section 3 the uniqness test was applied after processing images 3,7,11 and 15. In order consider only the recent observations for the 3D segment location, a 8 images sliding window is applied i.e for the reconstruction and after fusion tests, only the 8 most recent i m a g e s were utilized.
The camera location with respect to the robot was available from camera calibration. A precise robot location computed using 2 theodolites was available. The trinocular rig used to take the images was the same as the experiment i n Section 6.1. Covariance values for image segments and camera locations were P = 3 :0mm., O = 0 :2 . All this information were taken from the \Cpsunizar Experiment" 5].
In Figure 10 the images 3rd, 7th and 15th are shown with the reconstructed scene backprojected a view of the reconstructed scene is also shown. It can be noticed the quality of the reconstruction. Only segments 4,6 and 7 were detected in the corridor right side. It was because in that area there were reections and most of the other vertical segments were broken at the extraction stage. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the reconstructed segments covariance. In order to simplify the gure, only the covariance for the midpoint of the vertical segments is plotted after processing images 3,7 and 15. It is also shown the the corridor plane i.e the ground true solution. From Figure 11 it can be seen how a s t h e n umber of processed images was increased, the uncertainty in the fused features is reduced. Another e ect is that the nearer a segment is to the camera the more precise is the corresponding observation and hence more precise is the computed reconstruction. So, as the robot advanced along the corridor, the farther segments were observed more precisely because two reasons: one because more observations were considered, and second because the new observations covariance were smaller. Due to the weighted least mean squares algorithm, lower covariance observations weight more in the nal solution. The covariance for the farther segments 10(10a), 11(10a) 8(10a) is so big in depth because of the linearization. Actually, the area of possible locations for a segment far from the camera is asymetric: it is smaller between the segment and the camera than between the segment and in nity. However, the model proposed assigns a eliptical region symetric around the detected segment.
The robustness of the matching increases as more images are processed. It can beseen how the spurious match detected after processing 3 images was removed when more images were considered after processing 7 and 15 images, none a match was spurious.
Conclusions
A method to compute the correspondences and the structure for an image sequence from the camera location has beenpresented. The features used in the image are the straight segments. The location uncertainty is represented with a probabilistic model. The constraint for matching and fusion considers the collinearity between the segments supporting line and the overlapping of the segments. The overlapping is modeled considering the image segment midpoints as correspondent, but this correspondence h a s a l o wer weight than collinearity.
The use of a probabilistic model for the image segment produces matches with a l o w spurious rate, and sequentially increasing precision reconstruction. The fusion weights more the more precise observations. The parameter tuning, i.e covariance tuning, can be done from a physical basis such as camera calibration error and image error in the extracted features. The standard deviation along the image segment direction is assigned heuristically as proportional ( is the proportionally constant) to the image segment length, in order to consider the segment nite length. Experiments showed how a too much small value for (0.0002) or a too much big value (10.0) yielded poor results, however an intermediate value as = 0:2 produce quality in the reconstruction and matches while keeps the complexity l o w. The input covariance are propagated and all the acceptance tests are computed as 2 tests, so the acceptance regions are de ned as function of , the false negative risk for the test. In our opinion, the good performance is because probabilistic models pro t from the well established theories of optimal fusion and data association.
The proposed method has good performance with short and long sequences. The use of a probabilistic sequential processing, allows to combine the vision with another sensors. The presented trinocular system has a performance, both time and spurious rate, comparable with that of a classical trinocular systems as 1]. Besides, it can be easily extended to consider more images the threshold tuning can be done on physical basis .
The 3D segment location from 2 images is an overconstrained problem if the nite segment length is considered. If the segment is considered as the corresponding supporting line, at least 3 images are necessary for the problem to be overconstrained. Some works consider that the nite length consideration is also important for the structure and motion problem 21,18] using straight segments. All this goes to show that it is important to consider the segment length when dealing with segments. The straight segment representation proposed in this paper has been successfully used to compute structure and motion from image correspondences 11].
Implementation
The implementation of the stereo trinocular algorithm and the data used in the experiments is available for noncommercial use. The can be accessed at n 0 x = c o ŝ C P + y 2 C P cos^ C P ;x C PŷC P sin^ C P (C.1) n 0 y = sin^ C P + x 2 C P sin^ C P ;x C PŷC P cos^ C P n 0 z = y C P sin^ C P + x C P cos^ C P o z = ;1 q 1 + x 2 C P + y 2 C P a z =x C P sin^ C P ;ŷ C P cos^ C P r 1 + x C P sin^ C P ;ŷ C P cos^ C P + ( y 4 C P + y 2 C P ) cos 2^ C P + + ( x 4 C P + x 2 C P ) sin 2^ C P ; ( x 3 C Pŷ C P + y 3 C Px C P + x C PŷC P ) 2 sin^ C P cos^ C P The values ofx C P ,ŷ C P , and^ C P are taken form the image segment location with respect to the camera frame (3).
D Measurement equation
The detailed expression for the matrices and vectors used in the linearizations are: Previous expressions are given as functions of the homogeneous matrices H C D , H DS and H C S . These matrices can be computed directly from the location estimated for the 2D segment, H C D , the camera H W C , and the 3D segment location H W S .
